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May 20, 2016  May 19, 2016 

1-2AM UTC  9PM-10PM ET 

Full attendance is tracked on OASIS Portal 

Introduction – Rich Struse, Chair 

 Thanked the co-chairs who took time out of their evening to have high quality discussion with our APAC 

membership 

 Stated our goal of being a global committee – reprise the content of earlier today, and encourage 

dialogue from all portions of the world 

 Named Jane Ginn as our new Co-Secretary (with the exuberated excitement of Alex Foley) 

STIX Subcommittee Report – Aharon Chernin, Co-Chair 

 Shared the specification development process: the Assembly Line 

o Started so that what we talked about reached some sort of consensus 

 Walked through the new progression between Concept -> Development -> Review -> Consensus 

o Cited the evolution of mini groups in the process of moving language between these phases 

o Terry MacDonald cited his support for the process 

 Went through the development roadmap 

o Did not share at detail, but specifically called out the risk of delivering a STIX 2.0 object on time 

 Requested needs 

o Please be patient with the backlog 

o However, please hold us accountable – don’t let us abandon things, edit normative text, keep 

finding the beast, flesh things out 

 Laura Rusu asked a question about how new members of the CTI can help 

o Rich responded by saying that the co-chairs (and he specifically) is / are always willing to lend a 

hand in helping new members join the TC 

o The Google Doc draft specifications are the best place to start 

 Rich Struse reiterated that our goal was to create a draft specification for STIX 2.0 by this summer, which 

will form a foundation for future releases that will be backwards compatible 

o We’re not trying to de-prioritize features… this is about emphasizing the most important features 

CybOX Subcommittee Report - Ivan Kirillov, Co-Chair 

 Emphasized the significance of CybOX in relation to STIX 

 Recognized the worries that CybOX Core has risk associated with the JSON iteration 

 Stated the high / medium / low risk items -> presentation will be placed on the OASIS Portal 

o Focused on the high risk items that we need to work out in the next month 

o Affirmed our ability to deliver on medium / low risk items… language is already in place and there 

is a low percentage chance that these things don’t make it into the MVP 

 “Adopt an object” program – the committee needs help from those who feel passionate to run with the 

development of CybOX objects 

 Terry MacDonald asked for clarification about the actual MVP end date 

o Rich responded that our goal date for a draft specification is July 1
st
, 2016 

o All we need is a handful of organizations to help improve specific objects 

 Ivan pointed out that the existing objects are decent – moving from existing code to 3.0 will be much 

easier than a raw object 

 Silver lining: we have been making significant progress with object relationships 



o Discussed a new approach to relationships in CybOX that will reduce the size of content on the 

wire 

o Provided an example of multiple objects referring to each other 

o Also discussed capturing string encoding in objects 

 Also clarified that CybOX 3.0 Specification have been split into two different Google Docs to remedy 

performance concerns 

 The committee continues to request help on Hashes, NTFS Files, PDF Files, URls, Domain Names, etc. 

that are nearing completion. 

 Please help however you can -> join the working calls, help with the draft specs, adopt and object 

 Terry indicated his support for the embedded relationships ideas 

 Rich also stated his understanding of on-the-wire efficiency versus how relationships are handled in STIX 

o Bret supported this as well based on the assertions in STIX that are different than the facts in 

CybOX; Ivan agreed 

Trademarks – Rich Struse, Chair 

 Wanted to address the potential ambiguity: the United States continues to hold the trademarks for STIX / 

TAXII / CybOX, and they can be openly cited, but the primary caveat is that products should not use the 

trademarks in the name of their products 

 In essence, the ACME Widget Company can openly cite that they support or implement STIX / TAXII / 

CybOX but they should not label themselves as the “ACME Widget STIX Workbench” 

 Rich will receive a definitive answer from legal counsel and will post it on the TC when received 

 Bret asked that we continue to address the idea of “supporting STIX” versus being “STIX compliant” 

 Rich emphasized that self-policing will be key by our committee.  Interoperability tests will hopefully prove 

that unsupported assertions will fail in the marketplace. 

 There was additional concern over the original icons developed for STIX.  Rich mentioned that there are 

no concerns over the original icons. 

Closing - Rich Struse, Chair  

 Wanted to be mindful over the new call – want to ask for participation from members who may not have 

been able to participate before due to time concerns 

 Laura asked if the plan was to have this meeting regularly 

o Rich admitted that this was a bit of an experiment, but given the participation, we will continue to 

hold these meetings in the future 

 Terry and Laura both thanked the co-chairs for the new meeting time 

 Rich asked for everyone to record their attendance, thanked for attendance, and requested everyone to 

evangelize participation and continue to help us work towards our shared goals 


